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Abstract
Deuteron beam acceleration in ion-optic system of

gas-filled neutron tubes was investigated. Particle in
cell (PIC) code SUMA [Rashchikov, 1990] [Didenko,
Rashchikov and Fortov, 2011] used for computer sim-
ulation of ionization and knock on processes and
there influence on deuteron beam parameters. When
deuteron and ionized particles space charge self-field
forces become the same order of magnitude as exter-
nal one, virtual cathode may occurs. It is happens
because of injected from ion source deuterons cannot
overcome their own space charge potential wall and
move in transverse direction. However, electrons, pro-
duced by ionization, are trapped within the deuteron
beam space charge potential wall and decrease it signif-
icantly. Thus, space charge neutralization of deuteron
beams by electrons, may considerably increase target
current and, as a result, output neutron flow. More-
over, own longitudinal electric field rise near the target
leads to reduction of accelerating electrode target po-
tential wall, which was made to prevent knock on emis-
sion from the target. As a result, additional knocked on
electrons may appear in the region and should be taken
into account. The data obtained were compared with
experimental results.
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1 Introduction
To design neutron tube with assigned flow value and

other parameters such as size, service life and so forth,
preliminary computer simulation should be fulfilled.
PIC code SUMA was used for ion-optic system model-
ing and investigation of ionization processes influence
on deuteron beam dynamics and output data of gas-
filled neutron tubes.

The main purpose of this paper is investigation of ion-
ization processes influence on deuteron beam dynamics
and output data of gas-filled neutron tubes.

2 Code SUMA
For numerical simulation relativistic PIC code solv-

ing complete system of Maxwell equation is used. The
code is a 2.5 dimensional time dependent model that
makes it possible to describe self-consistently the dy-
namics of charged particles in rectangular, cylindrical,
and polar systems of coordinates.
The system of equations used in mathematical model

consists of the Maxwell equations, the equation of the
medium, and the equation of motion. At each step of
the solution at running instant t, the charge and current
densities appearing in the Maxwell equations are cal-
culated first. The charges and current are distributed
among the nodes of the spatial mesh and smoothed by
weighing the areas of a particle (cloud) and a mesh.
The arrival of new particles at a simulation step ∆t
to the region under investigation is simulated by the
mechanism of injection, emission or secondary emis-
sion with corresponding laws of distribution. Then the
Maxwell equations are solved numerically, and the re-
sultant solution is corrected for matching to the Pois-
son equation. The correction is carried out by solving
the Poisson equation for the difference of charge den-
sity distribution obtained from the divergence Maxwell
equations and the actual distribution of charges ρ,

∆Φc =
−(ρ−ρ∗)

ε
(1)

where

div E⃗ = ρ∗

ε
(2)

The corrected expression for the field has the form

E⃗c = E⃗ − grad(Φc) (3)
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The Poisson equation is solved using the algorithm
of fast Fourier transformation in one coordinate and
marching (Thomas algorithm) in the other coordinate.
For domains with a complex geometry as well as in
the presence of electrodes in the domain, the capacity
matrix method is used, which relates the potential and
charge at the required nodes.
The following boundary conditions can be specified at

the domain boundary:
(i) the conditions on the metal surface;
(ii) periodicity conditions;
(iii) symmetry conditions;
(iv) conditions for wave transmission.
Since the solutions of the Maxwell equations give the

field at the nodes of 2D mesh, the field at the inter-
mediate points at which particles are located must be
calculated for numerical integration of the equations of
motion. For this purpose, interpolation and smoothing
of mesh functions is used. Integrating the equations
of motion, we determine the distribution of particles in
the phase space at the next instant t + ∆t, and so on.
For integration, the relativistic version of the method is
employed with overstep using a time shift of the spatial
coordinate and momentum. In the model, the energy
balance in the domain under investigation is controlled:

P∑ + ∂W
∂t + P = 0 (4)

For this purpose, we evaluate on the mesh the integrals
of the following form:

W = 1
2

∫
(H⃗B⃗ + E⃗D⃗)dV (5)

which gives the value of energy stored in the domain;
integral

P =
∫
V

j⃗E⃗dV (6)

which makes it possible to estimate the power transfor-
mation in the system, and integral

P∑ =
∮
[E⃗H⃗]dS (7)

for evaluating the flux through the preset surface.

3 Computer Simulation
As a sample typical gas-filled pulse neutron tube has

been studied (see Fig. 1).
Accelerated electrode is under -85 kV potential, tar-

get -83 kV, focusing electrode is grounded. Prelim-
inary ion source deuteron beam parameters has been
obtained experimentally. For this purpose alone Lang-
muir probes, multi-electrode energy analyzer and Fara-
day cup were used. We obtain following deuteron beam

 

 

 

Figure 1: Deuterons distribution (lower) and their self-
field potential (upper) in neutron tube.

parameter: longitudinal energy 1.7 ± 0.4 keV, cur-
rent 150 µA for initial gas pressure 0.5×10−3 Torr.
Moreover, some beam density distribution measure-
ment were fulfilled. Nevertheless, it was not enough
data for computer simulation. Therefore, the attempt
to solve inverse problem was made. As the result
to be obtained the experimental deuteron current den-
sity distribution on target shown on Fig. 2a was used.
Experimental data were rebuild from target depth ero- 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Current density (experimental, a) and charge
distributions (simulation, b) on the target.

sion and target sputtering calculation. Computer sim-
ulation shows that for the following input beam data,
experimental and calculated distributions are closed to
each other: longitudinal energy 1.9 ± 0.1 keV and
transverse energy distribution 120 eV, current 150 µA
(see Fig. 2b). Fig. 3 shows deuteron beam filling out
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neutron tube. Emittan measurement carried out a bit

 

 

 

Figure 3: Deuteron beam filling out neutron tube.
Time: 1 – 5 ns; 2 – 15 ns; 3 – 25 ns; 4 – 35 ns; 5 –
40 ns; 6 – 45 ns; 7 – 50 ns; 8 – 55 ns; 9 – 60 ns.

later shown on Fig. 4. 90% beam particles have angle
divergence in the range 0.15 ÷−0.10, that corresponds
to transverse energy distribution ∼120 eV, that is in a
good agreement with computer simulation results.
 

 

 

Figure 4: Beam emittane diagram

Once more possibility to compare computer simula-
tion results with experimental data is using of lumi-
nous ion beam technique [Belikh et al., 1992], which
based on visualization of excited ion beam trajectories.
Fig. 5 shows ion beam photo in accelerating gap (a,
c) and calculated space charge distribution (b, d) for
the same beam current and accelerating voltage val-
ues. Bright part of this photos (a, c) is deuteron trajec-
tories between focusing (left) and accelerating (right)
electrodes. Pictures a and b correspond to accelerating
electrode potential 60 kV, c and d – 0 kV.
Changing accelerating voltage and beam parameters,

we compare the results, which are in a good agreement.
Computer simulation results comparison with exper-

imental data let us obtain ion source output beam pa-
rameters with accuracy enough for the further ion optic
system simulation.
Main purpose of this modeling was to choose poten-

tial distribution and electrodes geometry for uniform

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Beam photo (a, c) and calculated space
charge distribution (b, d) in accelerating gap. Pictures
a and b correspond to accelerating electrode potential
60 kV, c and d – 0 kV.

deuteron beam distribution on the target. This leads
to target service life rise and, as a result, neutron tube
durability has increased ether.
Fig. 6 shows target charge density distribution chang-

ing during target moves to right border. Potentials on
the accelerating electrode and target are 85 kV and
83 kV respectively. Input deuteron beam parameters
are the following: longitudinal energy 1.9 ± 0.1 keV,
transverse energy distribution 120 eV, current 150 µA.
Compare Fig. 2b and Fig. 6 we make conclusion, that
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Figure 6: Target charge density distribution. Accel-
erating electrode potential 85 kV. a - target right shift
4.5 mm, b - target right shift 11.5 mm

this is a way to improve uniformity of target charge
density distribution.
One of the way to increase output neutron flow is

accelerating voltage rise. But in this case to obtain
uniform target charge distribution we need output ion
source energy equal to 4 keV and accelerating electrode
potential 155 kV (Fig. 7). Using this accelerating volt-
age, we may twice increase output neutron flow and
have acceptable target charge density distribution.

4 Residual Gas Influence
Passing through the gas, deuteron beam produce

plasma, which consist of electron and slow ion. Their
densities under considered gas pressure range approx-
imately equal each other (see Fig. 8) [Holmes, 1979] .
Deuteron and ionized particles own space charge forces
for this current value are considerably less than that of
the external one (see Fig. 9.). The value of decelerat-
ing deuteron space charge self-field is about 1 kV/m,
that three order of magnitude less than external accel-
erating field. Therefore, they cannot effect on deuteron
beam propagation. Figure 10 shows that electric field
is accelerating for the deuteron elsewhere in the tube.
The electrons knocked on from the target by accel-
erated deuterons cannot pass through the accelerating
electrode target potential wall and cannot effect on
deuteron beam propagation either (see Fig. 11).
Current gain leads to deuteron and ionized particles

self space charge forces increases and become the same
order of magnitude as external one. If we are not taking

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Target charge density distribution. Acceler-
ating electrode potential 155 kV. a without target right
shift, b - target right shift 11.5 mm
 

 

 

Figure 8: Ratio of electron ne or ion ni densities with
respect to deuteron beam nb density as a function of
pressure.

into account ionization processes, deuteron beam prop-
agation for current 150 mA shown on Fig. 12a. Injected
from ion source deuterons cannot overcome own space
charge potential wall and form a virtual cathode pos-
itive potential value (see Fig. 13). Significant part of
them leave the region in radial direction and get off to
focusing electrode. Target current become four time
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Figure 9: Longitudinal electric self-field time depen-
dence near the cathode.

 

 

 

Figure 10: Deuterons distribution (lower) and total
field (external and self-field) potential (upper) in neu-
tron tube.
 

 

 

Figure 11: Knocked on electrons distribution.

less than injection one. If we take into account ion-
ization processes deuteron beam propagation changes
considerably (see Fig. 12b). Electrons, produced by
ionization, are trapped within the deuteron beam space
charge potential wall and cannot leave the interaction
region (see Fig. 14a), as they did for current 150 µA
(see Fig. 14b). Electron accumulation result in decreas-
ing of the potential wall effective depth and deuteron
target current rising. Figure 15 shows longitudinal
electric field time dependence on the tube axis near the
left border for cases without (a) and with (b) ioniza-
tion taking into account. The value of deuteron cur-
rent increases almost three times that result in identical
neutron flow Φ increased approximately the same value
[Didenko et al., 2012].

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Deuterons distribution without (a) and with
(b) ionization.
 

 

 

Figure 13: Virtual cathode forming. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Electrons distributions for current 150 mA
(a) and 150 µA (b).

Φ = sn
eτ

∑
i

qi
Wi∫
0

dW σ(W )
F (W )

(8)

where s – target stoichiometry coefficient, n – target
nuclei concentration, e – elementary electric charge,
qi - deuteron charge with energy Wi, σ(W)- nuclei
reaction cross-section on the target, F(W) - deuteron
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Figure 15: Longitudinal electric field time dependence
without (a) and with (b) ionization taking into account.

bremsstrahlung loss in the target, τ - pulse duration.
Moreover, own longitudinal electric field rise near the

target leads to reduction of accelerating electrode —
target potential wall and, as a result, additional knocked
on electrons may appear in the region. Influence of low
energy ion, produced by ionization, is not so signifi-
cant. Slow ion rather quickly obtain radial velocity and
move to the tube periphery (see Fig. 16).
 

 

 

Figure 16: Slow ion distributions in the tube.

5 Conclusion
Thus, space charge neutralization of deuteron beams

by electrons, produced by ionization, may considerably
increase target current and, as a result, output neutron
flow.
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